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A PENTADIC ANALYSIS OF RICHARD NIXON
AND WATERGATE
Behnaed Bhock (Professor, Wayne State University)
Richabd Chable (Assistant Professor, Purdue University)
'
Rtrra Gonphab (Assistant Professor, Hunter College)
Chables Labson (Associate Professor,"Northern Illinois University)
Davto Ling (Assistant Professor, Central Michigan University)

Kenneth Burke's Dramatistic Pentad 'is' ^ analytical device which is
intended to be used by critics to discover the roots of motivation for par
ticular acts. Since Burke's publication of his-system of analysis in A Grammar

of Motives scholars from a variety of disciplines have applied the pentad to
various human actions, such as those depicted in literature, politics, inter
personal interactions, and public communications. The five elements of
the pentad are:

.

1. The Scene—when or where the act was done;
2. The Act—what was done;
3. The Agent—^who did the act;

4. The Agency—^how the act was done or with what tools or devices or
techniques; and
5. The Purpose—the reason why the act was done.^

These five elements allow the critic to organize the often confusing and
subtle nuances which usually surround human action and give a perspective
from which to view each of ihe separate elements (e.g., the kind of act called

for in a given scene or the kind of agent appropriate for a given act). The
system further can be used to identify a particular person 'or organization's
"Key Term" or philosophy of motivation or action. For example, the adver
tiser who claims the superiority of "Zenith's new Color Sentry Control" for
achieving accurate color reception in television is choosing to emphasize
Charles U. Larson provided the introduction and revised the presentations to
fit the space limitations of the Journal.

• ^Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1969), p. xix.

"F.C.B. of Chicago is the producer of a 30 second T.V. spot entitled "Fiddler"
■ which;makes such claims for the Zenith technique (spot number T6051C, June,
1976).
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agency or tool or technique. Since the advertiser presumably thinks this
will motivate others as well, the advertiser's theory or philosophy of motiva
tion is seen.

No other set of political actions in recent times has attracted as much

interest as has the Watergate scandal. In spite' of a number of analyses of
the event, there is still much confusion as to the motivations of the various
characters involved in the event. The recent Nixon-Frost interviews and

revelations by key actors in the affair promise to continue the attention and

probably add to the confusion. What foUows is a set of five short analyses
of various elements in Watergate using the Burkean dramatistdc method.
Each of the critics was arbitrarily assigned one of the terms of the pentad
and was instructed to explore Watergate publications and speeches/inter
views/news conferences and other materials. The goal was to use the term

to help explain what it was that motivated not only Nixon but also those who
responded to him and for him throughout the months leading up to resigna
tion. Although the critics,sometimes disagree with one another, the sym
posium taken as a whole sheds some light on potential ejqjlanations for the
motives of the central charaeters in Watergate. Watergate seemed to be a

drama complete with heroes, villains, plots and subplots and the pentad
serves to highlight that drama. Each of the terms forces investigation of a
new set of relationships between source, message and audience. As Burke
piits it: "From the central moltenness, where all the elements are fused
into one togetherness, there are throvm forth in separate crusts, such distinc
tions as those between freedom and necessity, activity and passiveness,

cooperation and competition, cause and effect, mechanism and teleology."®

SCENIC RESPONSIBILITY: THE RELINQUISHMENT
OF AUTONOMY AND THE RETENTION
Of= INNOCENCE
Richabd E. Chable

Richard Nixon's first Inaugural made clear his desire to lead a unified
countiy into what he later called- a "second American revolution." Acting

. upon the mandate of the new majority, Nixon's impoundment of funds,.hjis
veto judgements, and his global diplomacy;created the image of a man of

gction ,anR a^leader of strong- will,j, a.man-who boasted.of his.leadership.,and
tenacity in his. December .1972 bombing of-North Vietnam:- ."I still went
ahead and did what I thought was right.

-

. ..

Interestingly, Richard Nixon's public explanations concerning Watergate

create a nearly opposite image. In persuasive strategies generated for the
mass media, he tried to create a reality for Aniericans which would include

a belief in his innocence. These public messages do not show a leader usiiig

great ideas to mold a better nation or to rejuvenate Bi-Centennial America.
® Burke, p. xix.

.,.

Transcript of President Nixon S" New Conference on 'Domestic and Foreign
Affairs," Neto York Times, 27 Oct. 1973, p. 14.
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Instead, he attempted to create the reality of a man who could not manipulate
the scene around him because he was a victim of the events that constituted
his scene. He was a man reacting passively, fatalistically, and, thus, too-

cently to his environment. Nixon's chief rationale for his Watergate inno

cence throughout the scandal was that his actions were dictated by the
events around him. His responsibility to these events, ironically, was why
he could not be held responsible for any Watergate wrong-doing. This

strategy was used to justify pre-Watergate activities, the early lack of investi

gation, and the struggles with the special prosecutors and the courts.

On May 22, 1973, for example, Richard Nixon presented his most sim

plistic rationale for the wire-tapping practice as a method of stopping leaks.
Diplomatic initiatives would fail unless leaks could be prevented, he claimed.
"This required finding the source of the leaks. ® Nixon, thus, defended
wire-tapping as a response that was simply required by the situation in 1969.
Similarly, the 1971 creation of the "plumbers unit" was presented as a
decision forced by the demands of the time. Against the background of
"deUcate negotiations" with regard to Vietnam, China, or the Middle-East,
Nixon contended that leaks were so potentially disastrous that the threat

of one was "so grave as to require extraordinary actions."® Again, the act

was controlled by the scene and out oiE the control of the agent.
As the Watergate investigation turned up myriad details of White House
involvement, Nixon explained his earher lack of fervor in the investigation.
He attempted to avoid blame for inaction by blaming misleading assurances

by trusted sources: "Because 1 trusted the agencies conducting the investiga
tions, because 1 believed the reports 1 was getting, 1 did not believe the

newspaper accounts which suggested a cover-up, because 1 was convinced

that no one had anything to cover up.'"' Throughout the investigation, Nixon
claimed that reports by the FBI,® Attorney General Kleindienst, John Dean,
and John Ehrlichman® all indicated that no one in the White House except
the original seven was guilty of wrong-doing. With such a scene, Nixon

seems to ask, how can 1 be blamed for not pursuing the investigation?
Later Nixon tried to justify certain actions which delayed the proceedings

of the special prosecutor. Here he pictured himself again as a man molded
by the scene. After Richardson's resignation, Nixon wrote a letter (later
published) to Acting Attorney General Bork explaining his choice to dismiss
Cox. "Clearly, the Government of the United States cannot function if
employees of the executive branch are free to ignore in this fashion the
instructions of the President of the United States."" A week after the

"Saturday night massacre," Nixon again defended his dismissal of Cox as a
necessity caused by Cox's failure to abide by the compromise agreed to
by Richardson, Ervin, and others. "1 had no choice but to dismiss him."V
While defending actions which seemed to impede the special prosecutor,
Nixon also tried to justify his delay in turning over tapes, testimony, and
®"Text of Statement by the President on Allegations Surrounding Watergate
Inquiry," New Yorh Times, 27 Oct. 1973, p. 14.

'
"Transcript of President's Speech to the Nation in Answer to Watergate
Inquiry," New York Times, 27 Oct. 1973, p. 14.
j u »i,
®"Text of Nixon's Statement on Watergate Scandal as Issued by the Wtute

House," New York Times, 16 Aug. 1973, p. 25.
°"Speech in Answer to Watergate Charges," p. 24

^

""Ziegler Statement and Texts of Letters," New York Times, 21 Oct. 1973, p. 61.
^"News Conference on Domestic and Foreign Affairs," p. 14.
Published by Cornerstone: A Collection of Scholarly and Creative Works for Minnesota State University, Mankato,5
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documents to the courtsA^ Again, his strategy was to claim that he was

the victirn of his responsibihties. Disclosure of some of the plumbers unit
activity would "unquestionably damage the national security."i3 Nixon said

his responsibihty to scenic constraints dictated his witholding actions. Al
though he said he was willing to disclose some tapes, "We have a problem
there." He warned that they affected "the rights of the defendants and

also the possibility of prosecution, and under the circumstances, of course,
we must be, to a certain extent, guided by that."!^ But if these justifications
were not enough to warrant the witholchng of tapes and documents, there
was one more controlling scenic factor: the balance of governmental power.
Claiming that the executive must be immune from unlimited search and

seizure by the other co-equal branches,"^® he pledged that "I am prepared
to cooperate with the committee in any way consistent with my constitutional
responsibility to defend the office of the Presidency."^®
The allusion to scene is pervasive in Nixon's public justifications. The

strategies demonstrate that he was willing to relinquish the image of a man
in control of his fate in order to retain the image of a man innocent because

he had no choice. Although Nixon had said of his aides "I accept full
responsib^ty for them,"i'^ he laid responsibility on the events around him.
He said, "the top man always takes the responsibility and I've never ducked

It, 18 but his entire message strategy aimed at ducking responsibility. He
sard, "I could stand here before this audience and make all lands of

excuses,"!® and implied he would not; yet his whole strategy was a series
of excuses. He created a campaign picturing himself as the unwilling victim
of the events around him, but he would not be held accountable for those
events.

Even Nixon's final act, the resignation, was claimed to be a yielding to
the scene. "To leave office before my term is completed is opposed to every
President
must
put the interests
of America
first. ^
In spite of all the evidence
he IstiU
proclaimed
his innocence:
guilt
was not the reason he resigned, it was a loss of Congressional support that
torced him from office.®! Thus the man who was responsible for the loss of

Congressional support cited it as being responsible for the resignation. And
the man who opted to relinquish a state of perceived innocence, in the end
gained neither.

■

'

"Since some of that material was sought by both the Senate committee and the
document disclosure issue in general

^Statement on Watergate Scandal as Issued by White House," p. 25.

Arr
^16 President's
News
Conferences on Domestic and Foreign
Affairs,
New York Times,
7 Mar. 1974,
p. 32.

""Text of Letter to Rodino from President Refusing to Furnished Subpoenaed

Ewdence, New York Times, 11 June 1974, p. 30.

SIC
President's
Newsp.Conference
on Domestie and Foreign
Affairs,
New York .S'®
Times,
26 Feb. 1974,
22.
""In Answer to Watergate Charges," p. 24.
I'^!'®!^ell Speech to Cabinet and Staff members in tlie
Capital, New York Times, 10 Aug. 1974, p. 4.
tr
andp. 62.
Answer Session witli A.P. Managing
Echtors,
New York N™!!'®
Times, 18Questions
Nov. 1973,

APresident
Nixon's
Address
tion,
New York Times,
9 Aug.
1974,
p. 2. to the Nation

Announcing his Resigna

"^Ibid.
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THE ACT OF WATERGATE
BeRNAHD L. BrOCk22

We were all participants in the drama as Watergate escalated from a

caper, to an incident, to a scandal, to a conspiracy, and finally to political
warfare. As Watergate's pollution built and guilt was assigned more directly
to Richard Nixon, impeachment seemed the only act of purification. Nixon's
resignation and pardon made the victimage incomplete, precluding re
demption.

This section will not attempt to describe the entire drama but will focus
on Watergate as act. The essay argues that act is central to Watergate.

It is important to note that the escalation of Watergate was a personal
psychological process. For some the act escalated to political warfare im
mediately. For others it never escalated. This discussion is based upon
the national psychological state as reflected in popular newspapers and
magazines.

The drama began pubhcly on June 17, 1972. Five men were discovered
inside the Watergate complex. Democratic Party Chairman Larry O'Brien
immediately accused the Republicans of "blatant political espionage."^®

John Mitchell, Nixon's campaign manager, responded that "this was sheer
demagogery."®'' Press Secretary Ron Ziegler, played down the act saying
that it was a "third-rate burglary attempt."®®

The national media following Ziegler's light tone playfully reported on
"The Bugs at the Watergate,"®® and "Capers: Operation Watergate."®''
Both artides identified with Ziegler's language describing a scene-act ratio

in which the act was a caper. "It was just a strip of masking tape, but it

is fast stretching into the most provocative caper of 1972. .. ."®® Newsweek
treated it more ala Mission Impossible: "They wore surgical gloves and cu

rled walkie-talkies, a pair of cameras and electronic bugging devices."®®
The result was a scenic label for the act: Watergate. This scene influenced

television newscasts which always opened their coverage with a picture of
the Watergate complex.

After the convention, Watergate escalated from a caper to an incident
with the link to Hunt and Liddy, with CRP and "the plumbers." CRP had

given one of the Watergate five $114,000.®® The escalation resulted in a
shift in treatment to an agent-act ratio: Time talked about "Watergate,
Cont."®i "The Watergate Issue,"®® and "The Watergate Rolls On."®®
Newsweek in the article "The Spies Who Came in For the Heat" indicated
^ An earlier and more extensive version of this essay appeared in Speaker and
Gavel, 12 (Spring 1975), 64^67.

^"The Bugs at Watergate," Time, 3 July 1972, p. 10.
="lbid.
== Ibid.
^ Ibid.

"Capers: Operation Watergate," Newsweek, 3 July 1972, P- 21.
® "Bugs at Watergate," p. 10.
® Capers, p. 18.

^"Watergate Cont.," Time, 3 Aug. 1972, p. 21.
^ Ibid.

== Time, 28 Aug. 1972, p. 20.
^ Time, 11 Sept. 1972, p. 48.
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that "the tangled affair has turned into the political hydra of the Presidential
campaign."34 This was followed by a "Who's Who in the Watergate
Affair."35

In March 1973, James McCord revealed "that other persons besides those
convicted had been involved. Perjury had been committed . . . poHtical
pressure had been applied to make the defendants plead guilty."®® The

revelation led to acts which brought more escalation—John Dean's testimony,
the televised Senate Watergate Hearings, and the disclosure of the White

House taping system. Watergate enveloped both Republican and govern
mental agencies—CRP, the White House, FBI, CIA, and IRS.
Watergate was now a scandal in an agency-act ratio. In "Watergate: The

Dam Bursts," Newsweek declared, "It was the most damaging scandal tp

befall the Presidency since Teapot Dome—and when it finally cracked

open last week, the tremors shook the government to its foundation."®^ The
stress on agency was reinforced later when Newsweek added that "the CIA

the FBI, the Justice and State Departments, even the Marine Corps were
tarred by scandal."®®

The escalation of Watergate to a ccmspiracy occurred in fits and starts.
On October 20, 1973, Richard Nixon fired special prosecutor Archibald

Cox over the President's refusal to release the White House tapes. Mail
flooded the Capitol demanding Nixon's impeachment. Nixon finally backed
down by releasing the tapes and appointing a new special prosecutor, Leon
Jaworski. But two tapes were missing and another had an eighteen minute
gap. Then on March 2, 1974, seven former White House aides including
Ehrhchman and Haldeman were indicted on twenty-four counts of con
spiracy to obstruct justice. Nixon was named as an unindicted co-con
spirator.

The media now treated Watergate in a purpose-act ratio. Newsweek

highlighted "The Stoiy of the Big Cover-Up," detailing the mystical cover-up
as an important purpose of the administration.

It began within hours after police discovered the original Watergate
burglars crouched in the darkness of Democratic National Committee

Headquarters—an arrogant cover-up plot elaborately conceived and
persuaded by some of the highest officials in the nation. And it was
.■ still going on . . . the grand jury's 50-page true bill was the starkest
,, description yet of the most massive govermnent conspiracy in the U.S.
history.''"

The Watergate umbrella covered activities which grew out of the purpose

of the White House in its acts of conspiracy.

• Watergate escalated one more step. Stewart Alsop in May, 1973, in his
article War, Not Politics" had identified the step as warfare.

They seem to have been motivated by more complex emotions—^by a

certain self-righteousness, by fear, by a special kind of political-ideological

hatred. . . . They were not practicing politics. They were making war, a

special kind of war. The kind of war they were making has been made

Newsweek, 18 Sept. 1972, p. 40.

Ibid., p. 42.

"'"Watergate: Chronology of a Crisis," Congressional Quarterly (Washington:

1974), p. 10.

Newsweek, 30 Apr. 1973, p. 16.

" "And the Mess Goes On," Newsweek, 21 May 1973, p. 16.
Newsweek, 11 Mar. 1974, p. 23.
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between nations for a long time now, and it is still being made. But this

special kind of war has not before been made within a nation, certainly
not within this nation."

Watergate was now domestic political warfare—the pblitieal act had
become an end in itself. And in August, 1974, the nation discovered that
President Nixon himself was the primary agent in the act. The June 23, 1972,

tape showed that he said "they should call the FBI in and (unintelligible)
don't go any further into the cases period."^^ The escalation was now over—
the act was both the beginning and the end—an act-act ratio.

NIXON, WATERGATE AND THE RHETORIC
OF AGENT
David A. Ling

To define the rhetorical style of Richard M. Nixon as agent-oriented is to

pronounce the obvious. Political commentators have noticed his use of
the first person in the "I am the President" syndrome. Critics such as
Gonchar and Hahn^^ found Nixon's tendency to agentify the Presidency

so constant a strategy as to predict his rhetoric. There is ample evidence
that Nixon used a style that viewed tlie, world as controlled or controllable
by agents. He viewed himself as the central and controlling agent in
situations from the Vietnam War to the dedication of a shopping mall. This

strategy is advantageous for claiming credit or accepting laureates. How
ever, it can be a liability when trying to dodge responsibility for wrong-doing
as in the Watergate Affair.

My purpose is to explore Nixon's reliance on a rhetoric of agent and
how it hindered his attempts to separate himself from the-wrong-doing
of Watergate.

Nixon's first public address specifically directed to the issues of Watergate
(May 1, 1973''3) demonstrates Nixon's characteristic agent-oriented rhetoric.
He began outlining actions that he had taken in response to various charges.
The language is continuously in the first person:
"I immediately ordered an investigation. ..."
"I repeatedly asked...."
"I personally assumed responsibility...."
"I directed that members...."

His slowness in responding was because other trusted agents denied that
White House staff were involved. When "new information" persuaded him

that there might be validity to the charges, Nixon says he "personally"
assumed responsibility for the inquiries and ordered investigators to get
all die facts." He is an agent attempting to control the scene.
"Netosweek, 14 May 1973, p. 132.

""White House Text of Nixon's Talks widi Haldeman," Detroit Free Press,
6 Aug. 1974, p. 4A.

"Ruth M. Gonchar and Dan F. Hahn,"The Rhetorical Predictability of Richard
M. Nixon," Today's Speech, 16 (Fall 1971), 3-11.
"The New York Times, 1 May 1972, p. 31.
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In an attempt to purge his administration of "personal considerations,"
Nixon accepted the resignations of Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean. Dean's
resignation is treated perfunctorally, for he may be one of the "other" agents

who betrayed Nixon. With Haldeman and Ehrlichman, Nixon is unwilling
or unable to imply that they might be involved in tdie wrong-doing. This

would concede that he, the dominant agent in an agent-controlled universe,
had erred in their selection. He leaves unquestionable his continued belief
in Haldeman and Ehrhchman:

Today, in one of the most difficult decisions of my Presidency, I accepted
the resignations of two of my closest associates in the White House—

Bob Haldeman, and John Ehrlichman—two of the finest public servants
it has been my privilege to know.

I want to stress that in accepting these resignations I mean to leave no

implication whatever of personal wrong-doing on their part.

He does not complete the act of purging thus begun but continues to tie his
fate to his two advisors.

When seeking an explanation for Watergate, a dramatic shift is apparent
in Nixon s rhetorical strategy. He asserts his responsibility for what oc

curred: "In any organization the man at the top must bear the responsibility.
That responsibility, therefore, belongs here in this office. I accept it." But
his description of the situation is designed to exonerate him. He says he
had always assumed personal direction of his campaign until 1972. The
unprecedented demands of foreign and domestic policy were such that
Nixon sought "to the maximum extent possible . . . to delegate campaign
operations." Thus, scenic considerations became controlling, and cam
paigning had to be delegated to subordinates "whose zeal exceeded their
judgment.' AlAough Nixon asserts that to blame those to whom he entrusted
responsibility would he a cowardly thing to do," he does not trace blame
to his. own poor judgment, but the scenic demands.

This scenic shift is but a temporary lapse in Nixon's rhetorical style. The
rest of his May 1st address is agent-dominated. He describes a series of
importmt foreign policy issues facing the nation. The scene that is Water
gate,will not deter him froin these important activities. "It is also essential

that we not be so distracted by events such as this that we neglect the vital
work before us, before this nation at a time of critical importance to America
and the world." Here,is an agent rising above a lesser scene to assume
control of a far greater one.

His description of the Presidency is as an agency to be used by him
for the promotion of good. He observes, "When I think of this office, of
what it means, I think of all the things that I want to accomplish for this
nation, of all the things I want to accomplish for you." Nixon concludes by
asserting his belief that the remaining days of his administration can be

"the best in America's history." It is clear that these will be the best days
because of what he as agent/President does. "Tonight I ask for your
prayers to help me in everything that I do throughout the days of my

Presidency to be worthy of their [peoples of the world] hopes and of yours."
(Emphasis added.)

Nixon's address reflects a continued reliance on agent-oriented rhetoric,
while he gropes for a way out of Watergate. He continues to describe

himself as an agent rising above the average and controlling the scene. As

a result, w'hile accepting responsibility for Watergate, he rejects any guilt
for it. Guilt rests on those who betrayed him. His judgment is never at
https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/speaker-gavel/vol15/iss1/1
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issue. Consequently, no clear act o£ purification is possible. He begins an
act of purification by purgation in the case of Haldeman and Ehrlichman
but refuses to complete it. Again, Nixon's rhetorical shift in strategies is
incomplete as he quickly returns to an agent-dominated world view.
In later addresses Nixon abandons agent orientation for scene and purpose
oriented views of the world, but not until his resignation speech does he
assume any personal responsibility for what had occurred. "I would say
only that if some of my judgments were wrong-^and some of them were
wrong—they were made in what I beheved at the time to be the best
interests of the nation

Nixon's traditional rhetorical style prevented him from extricating himself
from the scandal. Perhaps an alternative rhetorical strategy undertaken at
the outset of the affair might have better served him. One option was to
make the scene the major force from the outset. However, this might
have been too distinct a departure from his traditional style to have been
behevable. His partial attempt to undertake such a strategy was far from
successful.

The rhetorical problem was his unwillingness to conclude that acts of an
agent need not be consistently right. Here Burke provides a clue. Burke
sees in the several actions of man an analogy to the concept of original sin.^®
Man as he interacts with man, will make errors in judgment for which he

must undertake some act of purification before being redeemed. Such
purification is achieved either through the act of mortification (self-sacrifice)
or victimage (the use of a scapegoat).

Aside from resignation, Nixon was never able to develop an act of
purification, reflecting his unwillingness to be seen as an agent who had
erred. Nixon pictured himself as an agent who made tough decisions in the
cause of righteousness tlrat would maintain his place in history.^® Admitting
error in Watergate changes that image. The situation cried out for an act
of contrition, an admission that he had erred in the choice of advisors,

allowing others to act in his behalf betraying his trust. Such a personal
acceptance of guilt would have necessitated a clearer act of purification. A
complete break was required: some clear act of house-cleaning could
rhetorically have created an act worthy of redemption.

It might have worked for the public viewed Nixon as a man hounded
by the press and his enemies early in the scandal. A clear break with the
scene could have intensified that feeling and perhaps created sufficient

pressure to terminate the congressional inquiry. On the night Nixon resigned.
Senator Ervin speculated that if only Nixon had admitted that he had made
mistakes, he might have been spared his fate.
Perhaps such an option was not one Nixon could have accepted. Loyalty
to subordinates, an inflated ego, or a passion for a place in history may have
closed off this option. But what is clear is that the predictable rhetoric of
a^ent that promoted Nixon's place in history hmited his options in Watergate.
"Richard M. Nixon, Presidential Resignation," Vital Speeches of the Day, 50
(September 1974), 643-644.

"Kenneth Burke, Permanence and Change (Los Altes: Hermes, 1954).
"Gonchar and Hahn, 5.
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RICHARD M. NIXON:

THE FASCINATION WITH AGENCY
Chahles U. Labson

The first time I saw Richard M. Nixon in person was in 1958. He was
leaving the White House by an obscure entrance. Even as a naive high
school junior, I was struck by two things: first that he had been assigned a
late model Mercury for his limousine, and second that he behaved so
mechanistically as a Vice President ought to behave. This image of Nixon
as a sort of backdoor branch of the family shuttled in and out for appearance
but in awe and fascination of his office came to be a visual metaphor for
Nixon's attitude toward agency, dramatizing his motivation. Nixon seems
to have developed a fascination with what could be done with agencies, tools
or mechanisms from his earliest uses of mass media in politics, e.g., the
'Pumpkin Papers" and "Checkers". Garry Wills argues in Nixon Agonistes
that Nixon was motivated by a series of important incidents in his life in
which he was second best: with his father, football, and the near dumping
from the GOP ticket in '52. This early fascination with agency for proving
that he was not second best developed especially during his first term imtil
finally he became the agency.^'' This emergence of agency as an umbrella
term, occurred in four stages dming Watergate—^Agency and Re-election in

Stage I; Agency and Cover-up in Stage II; Agency and Watergate Defense
in'Stage HI; and Agency and Resignation in Stage IV. Thus agency became
Nixon's "Key Term" dming Watergate. As John Dean pointed out ". .. The
only way to persuade the President was to not say something was improper,
but that it was impractical.''^^

In early 1972 Nixon was an enormously successful President. Yes, people
were slightly embarrassed at his attempts to agentify everything and to infuse
his personahty into the Presidency (e.g., seeing his accomphshments as
monumentally historical or giving the Pope an autographed photo of the

first family), he had reduced the war; the times had quieted during his
tenure. He had reopened dialogue with Russia, and he had visited China.

Even the economy was turning around and of course the opposition was in
disarray—Muskie was weeping, Wallace talked busing, and Hubert was

Hubert. The only real contender was George McGovem if he could fie
manipulated into the nomination. If he coidd be, Nixon might have the

chance to win with the largest plmahty in history; he would not be seconi
best behind LRJ. Enter agency and Richard's life-long ambition to prove
himself,'

Stage I: Agency and Re-election

The best example of the shift from agent and the agentification is in the
election slogans devised for 1968 and 1972: "Nixon's the One" and "Re-elect
the President."

In order to control his own re-election landslide, Nixon devised an agency
m order to circumvent another agency. CRP replaced the GOP National
"See "The Rhetorical Predictability of Richard M. Nixon" by Gonchar and TTahr.
for a fuUer cjqplanation of this personalization of the office of ^c President.
^PZayhoi/, 22 (January 1975), p. 72.
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Committee. This agency begat other agencies or tools—the use of damaging
faked letters and other dirty tricks; the detailed intelligence gathering plans
including the now famous Liddy plan; the mechanization of fund raising
by a master technician, Mamrice Stans, who was described as a "goddamn
locomotive"; and perhaps as Woodward and Bernstein suggest, the ultimate
dirty trick in the attempted assassination of George Wallace.^® The staff of
CRP were frequently technicians (e.g., Liddy, the inteUigence gatherer;
Hunt, the forger; and McCord, the "wire-man"). It is ironic that Stage I
was brought to an end by one of the Agencies of CRP with the discovery of
the Watergate burglers.

Stage II: Agency and Cover-up
As the June 23 transcript now shows, almost immediately after the break-in
was disrupted, the staffs of the CBlP and the White House at Nixon's

direction turned to agency to cover up. The CIA was instructed to tell
the FBI to stay out to avoid turning up something on the Bay of Pigs.
Then there was the continual use in the inner circle of the scenario—an

agency to dry run communication strategies. It is interesting that Haldeman
seemed unable to shake the compulsion with agency—^when interrupted
during testimony at his trial he responded,"May I please finish this cycle?"
Behind the scenes there were numerous agencies or tools of covering-up:
the offers of clemency, and the use of the secret Haldeman $400,000 to
bribe. The various public acts of cover-up also smack of agency: the "Dean
Investigation"; the later speech in which Nixon announced that he himself
was going to investigate the "new information"; the resignation of his aides
was a use of agency. The bust of Lincoln and the family photo were tools
of the scene in accepting those resignations. Even the acceptance of a
special prosecutor was seen as a tool to divert attention. Cox's office was
used to draw fire by focusing on the Agnew scandal, apparently with
prompting from the White House, i^id throughout the transcripts, one
finds Nixon suggesting tools to abet the cover-up such as saying one "can't
recall," or "stonewalhng it," or perjuring oneself to save the master agency—
The Plan—^which itself was an agency to insulate the President from blame.
All the "insulators" from McCord up to Ehrlichman were unaware of the
involvement of higher ups. Again, ironically, agency disrupted the success
of a phase: in this case there were the White House tapes and the face-off
between Nixon arid Cox's office over the tapes.

Stage III: Agency and Defense

Almost immediately after the firestorm following the firing of Cox and
the Richardson-Rucklehouse resignations, Nixon began to utilize new
agencies to defend himself: Operation Candor; new formats for news con
ferences; the release of edited transcripts; selected leaks to discredit and
bring most of the blame to bear on John Mitchell. The most striking

emergence of agency was in the arguments used by Nixon through his
lawyers to avoid release of the tapes. They are all arguments from agency:

The agency of National Security will be threatened if the tapes are released;
the agency of Presidential Confidentiahty wfll be damaged and the Presi
dency itself as an agency needed to be protected from incursion. Nixon's
"In All the President's Men Woodward and Bernstein offer the hypothesis that

Arthur Bremmer may have had connections in the Nixon camp, thus explaining the
visit by Howard Hunt to Bremmer's Milwaukee apartment following the shooting.
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fascination with how agency might be used became almost conlpulsive for
we see him wilhngly sacrifice agents (Rose Mary Woods and members of
his own family) in order to save his Presidency. Perhaps the classic agency
argument devised during this stage was the invention of a "sinister force"

which was responsible for the tape gap. It is again ironic that it was the
intervention of another agency which signaled the end of the Nixon defense

through the Supreme Court, an agency, ruhng that the eight key tapes
must be released.

Stage IV: Agency and Resignation

In the tense pre-resignation days we wondered what agencies Nixon
would now use. Would he use the emergency powers stiU available to him
to declare martial law? Would he use nuclear threat to create a new crisis?

(Recent reports of such a possibihty have prompted proposal of a bill in
the Senate hmiting the power of the President to push single-handedly the
nuclear war button.) Or would he simply follow the designated procedures

for a Senate trial? Finally, Nixon refused to agentify the situation by ad
mitting his own individual gudt in the matter. Instead he searched for an
agency to allow him to nunc dimitis; he finally used the agency of a "lack

of political base" to justify his resignation. At that point, perhaps, he
returned to Nixon the agent, described by Gonchar and Hahn. This was
hinted in his farewell to his staff with its metaphor of the man in the arena,
and the encomium to his mother. In short,from an agent focus of the 1968—
"Nixon's the One"—tlirough a fascination and perhaps, a compulsion with
agency, Richard Nixon returned to himself as agent—once again second best
by most judgments of his contemporaries.

RICHARD M. NIXON AND RHETORICAL PURPOSE
Ruth M. Gonchab

There are two problems when a critic begins to analyze the Watergate
rhetoric of Richard Nixon using rhetorical purpose as a perspective. First,
how can the critic study purpose when he knows now that Nixon's Water
gate rhetoric was repeatedly and consistently filled with untruths? Second,
of what Nixon said during ihose years, how much did he believe to be true?
Without an understanding of these two factors in Watergate, purpose is
elusive; however, there are some clues as to Nixon's motives (purpose) m
the communication which surrounded the issue for over two years. It is
the tliesis of this discussion that an examination of the interaction of purpose
and agent can reveal political motives, specifically the political motives of
President Richard M. Nixon.

The motive common to political men is power and to lesser degrees
respect, wealth, and rectitude. The power motive divides into two classifica
tions, the power-seekers and the power-holders, each with contrasting
bundles of motives. The study of, say, a Franklin Delano Roosevelt would
be the study of a power-holder, but since Richard Nixon .saw himself

throughout his life as a power-seeker, an analysis of Nixonian poUtical
purpose.probably reflect the seeker.
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Political'purpose presupposes a knowledge of at least three disciplines;
ideology, epistemology, and axiology. So the critic must study Nixon's
ideological presuppositions, epistemological design, and axiological premises.
But without an understanding of the man himself, even these disciplines are
incomplete for the rmderstanding of political motive.
Political purpose, the gaining of power, wealth, respect, reflects a political
person—the agent. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, for a critic
to know Nixon's drives, instincts, and states of mind. The rhetorical critic

would use personality theory, psychohistory, and psychobiography at least.
The critic would look into the man as revealed through his rhetoric—^his
personahty orientation.
Because of various time and space limitations, and the enormity of the

study just proposed, perhaps the most profitable path to follow is to deter^
mine the epistemological influences on political purpose seen in Nixon's
rhetoric. A rhetorical critic begins his investigation on a political leader's
epistemology by understanding the bases upon which he knows what he
knows, specifically, his knowledge claims. One way of approaching knowl

edge claims is to evaluate the general premises from which a political leader
confirms Or refutes. For Richard Nixon these premises are of two kinds:
predictions, and values.®®
Nixon's Watergate defense indicates his belief that revealing the tapes

would destroy the privacy and prerogatives of the Presidency. One can
assnme that the premise is supported by other examples in the past:
Truman's decision, Jefferson's withholding of letters, among others. If this
indeed is what Nixon based his argument on, then the following predictive

knowledge claim can be identified: that the future should and wiU be hke
the past.
Values, the second general premise form identified in the Nixon rhetoric,

refers to importance. "The certainty of a behef is not so much a matter of
its intensity, but of the situation—of our expectations of its possible conse
quences."®^
Nixon had to believe that concealing the White House tapes preserved
the power of the Presidency. The importance of what was at stake was
Nixon's value premise; maintaining that value was his pohtical purpose.
Once the critic isolates knowledge claims, he can determine the leader's

epistemological view of politics itself. For Franklin Roosevelt, for instance,
the epistemological base of the game of politics was skiU, not chance.®® He
trusted in his own political game-playing abilities, certain that success was
built upon sldll. Not so with Richard Nixon. David Ling argued that Nixon
clung to a view of the world which pictured agents as controlling, and himself
as the agent generally in control of the situation. Nixon's epistemological
view of politics reveals quite another position. For him the basis of politics
was luck. "'Circumstances, rather than a man's ambition,' 'destiny,' 'being
in the right time and the right place,' 'fate,' 'good luck,'—these are the
major determinants of whether or not individual action wiU have its
effects."®® Nixon repeatedly said, "Certainly, luck does play a part in
^ Forbes HiD, "Richard Nixon and the Vietnam War," unpublished essay, 1972.
James David Barber, The Presidential Character (Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeHall, 1972), p. 75.
^''Ibid., p. 378.
Gary Wills, Nixon Agonistes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970), p.'404.
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success. The breaks can go either with you or against you. But you have
to be prepared to take advantage of opportunities when they are presented."®^
Here was Nixon's real sldll, his preparation to take advantage of luck. There
is nearly a predestination in this. Nixon believed that he had been marked

by fate. Luck came to many, but only pluck turned luck into advantage.
Luck, fate, destiny, were aU out there in Richard Nixon's world. Rather

than choose what he wanted—Nixon did what he had to—^Ire had to protect
the tapes, he had to fire Cox. He was following the directions of those
forces out there.

Sometimes out there was controlled by counter-agents: Cox, Ervin, and
Sirica. But often out there" was controlled by forces outside Nixon's hands.
Who was to blame for Watergate? Not Nixon, althou^ at times he accepted
responsibility. Who,then? Tlie rebels of the sixties. Even at the end, Nixon
found no one to blame for his demise, except things.
The rhetorical critic might ask after identifying the political leader's view
of politics "What does the political leader hold true, and how does he know
it to be true?" Kennedy knew America's youth because he was of them. "I
know America's youth,"®® said Nixon, but how he knew them he did not
say: from Julie and David? from Bud Wilkenson? from John Mitchell and

J. Edgar Hoover? or from the bums who disagreed with everything for
which Nixon stood? Here the critic can only speculate. But he can conclude
that Nixon's patently limited resources contributed to the way he knew
what he knew. Dan Rather in describing an incident he remembered with
Lyndon Johnson, makes my point succinctly. At a luncheon:
(Johnson) delved into a long reminiscence of how he had run the
Presidency. He talked, among other things, about his desk in tlie Oval
Office and the impressive display of phones he had stretching across it;
how each phone had all kinds of buttons on it so that, on a moment's
whim, he could send his voice crackling not only through the main arteries
of government, but through its capillaries as well. Or, as he put it: "If I
needed to get hold of somebody, all I had to do was mash a button. ...
And I mean anybody," he went on with emphasis. "Even some little
fella tucked away in one of the agencies. If I thought he should have the
answer to something, I'd just get him on the horn." ... During a recent

visit to Washington he had stopped by the Oval Office to pay his respects.
The office had changed, of course—^"As you'd expect," he quickly added—;
and a number of details had caught his eye. Among them, and one that
especially seemed to intrigue him, was the President's desk: tlie size, for
one thing ("it's a lot smaller than the one I had, you know"), and the
compulsive neatness ("there was hardly a damn thing on it"). And
finally there was the matter of the phone, the one phone. He could hardly

believe it: "Just one dinky phone to keep in touch with his people."
And on that phone there were three buttons. "That's all," he said, his
voice rising to meet the point head-on. "Just three buttons, and they all
go to Germans." (Haldeman, Erlichman and Kissinger).®®
CONCLUSION

We have been limited in many ways in this group analysis by space and
availability of information. Nonetheless, this symposium does illuminate
^ Ibid. He reiterates this position several places in his own book. Six Crises.
®®Ibid., p. 380.

®® Dan Rather and Gary Paul Gates, The Palace Guard (New York: Harper and
Row, 1974), pp. 28-30.
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the scandal and the possible motivation(s) of its prime character. Although
one might argue that the discussion also demonstrates the human tendency
to see what one wants to see, other explanations for the variety of inter
pretations are also plausible. Revelations in The Final Days^'' depict a
Nixon in his last days wandering about the White House giving speeches to
the portraits of past Presidents; ordering Kissinger to kneel in the Oval

Office and pray with him, later collapsing in tears while lying on the rug;
contemplating suicide openly. Our analyses have shown Richard Nixon
progressively utilizing each term of the pentad. Perhaps an alternative

explanation is that the Nixon of The Final Days is a persuader who has
exhausted his potential resources of ambiguity: he is pentadically positionless—a situation which resembles insanity. The value of dramatistic criticism
is not so much in its ability to guarantee a valid interpretation of a situation,
as it is in its ability to prompt speculation. As Burke points out, ". . . the
subject of motivation is a philosophic one, not ultimately to be solved in
terms of empirical science."®®
Newsweek, 10 April 1976.

^ Burke, A Grammar of Motives, p. xxv.

Nominations for

STUDENT SPEAKER OF THE YEAR AWARD
For information or to make nominations write:

Fred Fohrell

Dept. of Speech
University of Alabama
University, Alabama 35486
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:

I am disturbed by several of the arguments in Kurt Hitter's essay, "Debate
and a Liberal Arts Education," in the Summer 1977 issue of Speaker and
Gavel. I have no wish to quarrel with the emphasis of the University of
Illinois program—certainly there are a great many pedagogically sound
directions a forensics program might take. But several of the claims advanced
in behalf of tliis program appear to lack foundation, with the result that the
essay is unfairly disparaging to programs whose emphasis is different from
that at lUinois.

Professor Bitter sees his program as an alternative to the "National Debate
Tournament model" (p. 84). What the NDT model is, he does not say, and
I do not know. Participants in the NDT process include a wide variety of
types of schools, with differing traditions in forensics, differing degrees of
commitment to the NDT, differing stylistic approaches to debate, differing
amounts of student and institutional support for forensics, and so on. Like
wise, they are involved in the NDT for a great variety of reasons. In stereo
typing the NDT, in ignoring this great diversity and in assuming that the
Illinois program is antithetical to NDT participation. Professor Bitter attacks
a straw man.

Second, Professor Bitter asserts (p. 72) that "the style of oral com
munication encouraged at [debate tournaments] had deteriorated in direct
proportion to their isolation from public view." This assertion is neither
explained nor defended. To be sure, the skills of analysis and communication
which are stressed are different when the audience is presumed to be a
small group of interested specialists rather than the general pubhc. But

different does not mean worse. I know of no evidence—^whether self-reports,
tiansfer-of-training measures, or whatever—to establish that the typical
debate toumamerit fails to train students in the sidlls of inquiry and advocacy
which are used in interpersonal or public decision making. (In fact, the
empirical research on the effects of participation in debate, cited by Bitter
on page 84, refers by and large to effects achieved by a tournament modell
It may not be wise to assume that the same effects are obtained with a
fundamentally different program emphasis.) And it is an open question
whether the public forum or the small group of specialists is the more
typical decision-making environment in which students wiU engage.
Moreover, Bitter errs in the claim (p. 73) that the Illinois program is
"very much in line with the ideal . . . enunciated by the National Develop
mental Conference in Forensics." As a conference participant, I recall
that we were trying to sketch the ideal forensics program, not to emulate
any existing program. I know that the conferees did not share Professor
Bitter's disdain for the National Debate Tournament. They explicitly recog
nized the significance of the NDT in recommending that it be used in
creasingly as a means of influencing the practice of debate generally. It is
one thing to indicate one's own lack of support for the NDT concept, and to
assume that a "specialized activity" is incompatible with "a part of a hberal
education." It is quite another thing to project one's own attitudes onto
the participants in the Developmental Conference.
Finally, several of the claims made for the "distinctiveness" of the Illinois

program simply do not hold up. Professor Bitter lists among the "distinctive
features" (p. 74) the fact that "the debate program is an integral part of
https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/speaker-gavel/vol15/iss1/1
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the speech communication curriculum." Many of the most nationally-com
petitive programs could make the same claim, with the University of
Southern Cahfomia, the University of Kansas, the University of Pittsburgh,
and Northwestern University as obvious examples. In fact, most institutions
whose debate programs are not "an integral part of the speech communica
tion curriculum" are schools which have no such curriculum in the first

place. Likewise, Professor Hitter attributes the career choices of his graduates
to the fact that"our debating activities take place in the 'real world'" (p. 81).
He maintains that "by far the majority aspire to legal careers," but I'm
convinced the same statement could be made by virtually any Director of
Debate in the country.
Speaker and Gavel performs a valuable service in publishing this series
of essays on various forensics programs. On the other hand, the forensics
community only divides against itself when we seek to defend our own

approaches by stereotyping, drawing faulty dichotomies, and maligning those
whose route to excellence in forensic education happens to be different from
our own.

David Zarefsky
Northwestern University

Dear Editor:

I am mildly surprised at this reaction to my article. The writer seems to

confuse my brief criticism of the National Debate Tournament style of
contest debate witli "maligning" collegiate forensics. Such sensitivity to
criticism seems incongruous with our commitment to public discussion and

debate, for it suggests that faculty members who advise undergraduate
debating societies ought not disagree—at least not in public!
Professor Zarefsky suggests that there are various routes to "excellence."

This statement ignores the fact "excellence" is a description, not a destination.
Excellence in pubhc debate is quite different than excellence in the NDT
style of debate. University administrators and teachers must decide which
destination is appropriate for a hberal arts education. "Excellence" can be

achieved in chess, in the NDT style of debate, and in football, but depart
ments of speech communication are under no particular obligation to pursue
those activities unless they promote the departments' educational objectives.
The purpose of my essay was to set forth the nature and scope of the
debate program at the University of lUinois. It is my hope that it might
serve as a useful model for those institutions that wished to offer their

students the opportunity to practice effective public dehberation, but have
become disenchanted with the NDT style of debate. I did not include a
thorough critique of that style because that task has been performed
numerous times. (See footnote 3 of my essay.)

As for Professor Zarefsky's specific objections to my position, my earlier
essay, "Debate as an Instrument for Democracy" (Speaker and Gavel,
Spring, 1976) provides a more detailed response than space now permits.
It only needs to be added that tournaments can serve an important function
within the public debate model—so long as the competitors debate as if an
informed and concerned audience were present. These were the conditions
of most debate tournaments prior to the 1970's when most of the research
on effects of participation in debate was conducted.
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A premise of the Illinois debate program is that today's typical "on-topic"
debate tournament is an inappropriate vehicle for a liberal arts education.
Obviously, my colleague Professor Zarefsky disagrees with this position.
Rather than describing my efforts as an attempt to "disparage" forensics, it
might be more productive if he would contribute an essay to this series of
articles in Speaker and Gavel setting forth a defense of current debate
tournaments.

Kurt W. Hitter,

University of Illinois

1978 NATIONAL CONFERENCE &
TOURNAMENT INVITATIONS
HAVE BEEN MAILED

IF YOUR CHAPTER DID NOT RECEIVE ONE

CONTACT
KEN ANDERSEN

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

URBANA, IL 61801
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SPEAKER AND GAVEL

SPEAKER OF THE YEAR
BARBARA JORDAN
Mae Jean Go

Each year Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha presents its Speaker of the
Year Award to a person whose individual rhetoric has contributed to the

highest standards of pubhc address. This award is not given for a single
public statement or speech on a single public issue. Rather, it is given to an
individual who, over a period of time, has exemplified those standards of
intelhgent, effective, responsible public discourse that our organization

upholds. Our society recognized the Honorable Barbara Jordan, Congresswoman from Texas, as the Speaker of the Year at our National Conference
in Utah last March.

Since her opening address as a member of the Judiciary Committee during
the Watergate hearings in 1974, national attention has focused on this

extraordinary woman. In her service to the nation's interests. Congresswoman Jordan has attained many firsts: she and Andrew Yoimg were the

first Blacks elected to Congress from the South in the twentieth century;
the first Black woman elected to Congress from the South; and the first
Black member of the Texas State Senate upon her election in 1967. In 1972
she served as President Pro Tern of the Texas Senate. In her keynote address

at the 1976 Democratic Convention, she again demonstrated her ability
to identify and articulate the pressing concerns of her party and her nation.
Despite these achievements, she still remains close to her constituency: "At
this point in time, my single most satisfying accomplishment has been
representing the hundreds and thousands of nameless, faceless, and voiceless

people."^ Because she has demonstrated responsible leadership and un

yielding commitment to the ideals of this nation, DSR-TKA wifii pleasure
named Barbara Jordan as 1977 Speaker,of the Year.
Mae Jean Go, former National Student President of DSR-TKA, is currently a

Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Speech Communication at the University of
Illinois. This statement is in appreciation of Ms. Jordan who was named as Speaker
of the Year at last spring's national conference; it is not the citation read at the
conference.

^"Congresswoman Jordan Won't Run Again," Champaign-Urbatm News Gazette,
11 Dec. 1977, p. 1.
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Now Available
CURRENT CRITICISM
Twenty essays which appeared in the Current Criticism department

of Speaker and Cavel between 1966 and 1970 have been reprinted as
a paperback book by Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha.
These studies provide a lively panorama of the significant themes
to which contemporarv' speakers address themselves. The agonies of
the Vietnam decisions and the emergence of the "black power" issue

stiikingly dominate the concerns of speakers and critics alike, but
other issues as well are given rhetorical analysis in this volume.

Copies of Current Criticism may be obtained for $2.50 from
Beit Gross, National Secretarv', DSR-TKA, Department of Speech
Communication, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602. They
are also available from Kenneth E. Andersen, Editor, Speaker and

Gavel, Department of Speech Communication, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Tlie Delta Sigma Rlio-Tan Kappa Alpha National (Council has established
a standard subscription rate of $5,00 per year for Speaker and Gavel.
Present policv provides that new members, upon election, are provided
with two years of Speaker and Gavel free of charge. Life members, further
more. who have paid a Life Patron alumni membership fee of $100, likewise
regularly receive Speaker and Gavel. Also receiving each issue are the cur
rent chapter sponsors an<l the libraries of institutions holding a charter in the
organization.

Other individuals and libraries are welcome to subscribe to Speaker and

Gavel. Subscription orders should be sent to Allen Press, P. O. Box 368,
Lawrence, Kansas 66044.
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